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Hydrogen Europe and the 
Fuel Cell & Hydrogen Joint Undertaking

A portfolio of 

clean, efficient 

and competitive 

solutions based 

on fuel cells and 

hydrogen 

technologies in 

energy and 

transport

European Union represented by the 
European Commission 
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The Problem

Source: Poyry point of view, fully decarbonising europe’s energy system by 2050, May 2018
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The Solution

Source: Hydrogen Council
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Hydrogen for the Transport 
sector: Cars & LDVs

May 2018: ZEFER fleet of 180 taxis and 
police

H2ME: 1400 FCEVs for customers 
with the further deployment of 45 
HRS

June 2018: ENGIE fleet of 50 hydrogen-powered 
Renault Kangoo Z.E. utility vehicles

2017: National plans for 
HRS deployment towards 
2025
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Hydrogen for the Transport 
sector: Buses

6

JIVE
(139 buses)
✓ Aberdeen, UK – 10 FC buses 
✓ Birmingham – 20 FC buses
✓ Bolzano, IT – 12 FC buses
✓ Cologne region, DE – 30 FC buses
✓ Herning, DK – 10 buses
✓ London, UK – 26 FC buses
✓ Rhein-Main region, DE – 11 FC buses
✓ Riga, LV – 10 FC buses
✓ Wuppertal, DE – 10 buses

JIVE 2
(152 buses)
✓ UK – 20 buses
✓ Dundee, UK – 12 buses
✓ Groningen, NL – 20 buses
✓ North Brabant, NL – 10 buses
✓ South Holland, NL – 20 buses
✓ Auxerre, FR – 5 buses
✓ Pau, FR – 5 buses
✓ Toulouse, FR – 5 buses
✓ Cologne region, DE – 15 buses
✓ Germany – 15 buses
✓ Iceland – 10 buses
✓ Sweden – 5 buses
✓ Akershus, NO – 10 buses

Last update: April 2018

Countries with (upcoming) FC 
buses

✓ In operation
✓ Planned or operation ended
* National funding

Legend

EU-funded projects

CHIC 
(36 buses, plus 20 in Canada) 
✓ Aargau, CH; 
✓ Bolzano, IT; London, UK; 

Milan, IT; Oslo, NO;
Cologne, DE*; Hamburg, DE*

High V.LO-City
(14 buses) 
✓ Antwerp, BE; Aberdeen, UK; Groningen, 

NL; San Remo, IT

HyTransit
(6 buses)
✓ Aberdeen, UK

3Emotion
(21 buses)
✓ London, UK
✓ Aalborg, DK; Pau, FR;

Rome, IT; South Rotterdam, NL; South 
Holland; Versailles, FR

National/regional-funded 
projects
✓ Karlsruhe, DE; Stuttgart, DE; 

Frankfurt, DE; 
✓ Arnhem, NL; North Brabant, NL; Artois 

Gohelle, FR

Source: JIVE/JIVE2
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Join us at the ZEB!

Technology and policy experts will lead a two-day conference to drive forward the realisation of zero emission 
public transport for Europe.

Agenda overview

• Technological readiness
• Zero emission bus deployment
• Lessons learned 
• New business and financing models
• Scaling up – going from small bus fleets to complete zero emission bus fleets

DETAILS & REGISTRATION: zebconference.com/eu

& @EUZEBconference #ZEB2018In partnership with 

Organised under the patronage of
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Hydrogen for the Transport sector: HDV
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ESORO COOP

Trucks will kick-start from 2018 on EU roads

SPECIFICATIONS

Location Switzerland

Manufacturer ESORO

Autonomy 400 KM

Tank capacity 31 KG

Capacity 34’000 KG

Filling time 10 min 

SPECIFICATIONS

Location Norway

Manufacturer SCANIA

Deployment 2018

Autonomy 500 km

Transport 

Capacity

27’000 

KG

ASKO-SCANIA

SPECIFICATIONS

Location Belgium

Manufacturer VDL Group

Deployment 2018

Transport 

Capacity

37’000 KG

VDL – COLRUYT

Nicola Trucks Toyota Truck @LA port

Partners planning 2,000 commercial 

vehicles on the road in next 3 years.

FCH-JU started with FC in trucks by researching APU’s (3 projects) then Range Extenders in H2ME, 
by end 2017 about 15 garbage trucks expect to be funded

Toyota and 7-eleven study to use FC

SPECIFICATIONS

Location France

Manufacturer Symbio

Renault

Autonomy Tbc

Tank cap. Tbc

Capacity Tbc

Filling time Tbc

FCH-JU H2ME project Batt+RE

Kenworth FC 

drayage truck
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Switzerland orders 1000 hydrogen trucks
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Suddenly in the news all over the globe

„This is a revolution for 
@Alstom and for the 
#FutureOfMobility. 

The world’s first #hydrogen
#fuelcell train is entering 
passenger service and is 
ready for serial production” 

Henri Poupart-Lafarge, 
Chairman & CEO of Alstom

16 September 2018

https://twitter.com/Alstom
https://twitter.com/hashtag/FutureOfMobility?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/hydrogen?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fuelcell?src=hash
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Hydrogen for the Gas sector

2018: Grhyd (FR)

Leeds (UK)
100% H2 by 2035
85TWh
17-18M tCO2/yr

2018: Jupiter1000 (FR)
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Hydrogen for the Power sector
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Hydrogen for the Refining sector

One of the largest hydrogen electrolysis plant at Rhineland
refinery, Germany.

4 t H2/day (1% of demand)

With a peak capacity of 10 megawatts the hydrogen will be
used for the processing and upgrading of products at the
refinery’s Wesseling site as well as testing the technology and
exploring application in other sectors.
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Hydrogen for the Steel sector

see also:

HYBRIT: SSAB & others (Sweden)

SALCOS: Salzgitter & others (Germany)

https://www.ssab.com/company/sustainability/sustainable-operations/hybrit
https://salcos.salzgitter-ag.com/en/
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Market through legislation –
Example:

Shell’s Rhineland Refinery, REFHYNE project

Renewable Energy Directive 2021-2030:

• Mandatory targets: 
• RED II: Gross final consumption 32% renewable by 2030

• RED II: Transport sector 14% renewable by 2030

• 10 GW of electrolysis (8760 h) ~27 GW (3000 h)

Sources: Morgan Stanley, Global Hydrogen – A US$2.5 trillion industry? (July 2018)
LBST/Hinico, Short term and long term opportunities to leverage synergies between the electricity and transport sectors through power-to-hydrogen (2016).

“Renewable liquid and gaseous transport fuels of
non-biological origin shall also be taken into
account when these are used as intermediate
product for the production of conventional fuels.”
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A positive regulatory framework for hydrogen requires 2 elements

EU Legislative framework for 
Hydrogen

1. Positive legislation which acknowledges and supports the role of hydrogen
Hydrogen Europe’s advocacy work 

2.    Removing barriers that will hinder the deployment 
HyLAW project 
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Today: Increasing deployment and 
appetite for fuel cells and hydrogen (FCH) 
technologies across Europe: more 
products better performance, reduced 
cost.

BUT : 

• Existing regulatory legal framework e.g. planning, safety, installation, 
operation – often only reflect conventional technology and is therefore 
insufficient  

• Non adapted measures - additional costs and time, resource intensive…

• For ex. lengthy and costly permitting requirements to install a hydrogen refuelling station in 
most European countries

This represents a barrier to scale up fuel cell and hydrogen deployment

Legal & administrative  processes 
hamper the uptake of FCH technologies
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HyLaw Objectives

Policy

Identify regulatory barriers 
(and best practices) and 
advocate for better regulation to 
support the uptake of fuel cell 
and hydrogen technologies

Market

Describe legal and 
administrative processes 
which apply when deploying 
key Hydrogen technologies 
(coherent, user friendly, online 
database)

Analytical documents
Policy Papers (Recommendations)

User friendly database
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Scope 

Categories of applications

1. Production of hydrogen

2. Storage of hydrogen

3. Transport and distribution of hydrogen

4. Hydrogen as a fuel and refueling infrastructure for mobility purposes

5. Vehicles

6. Electricity grid issues

7. Gas grid issues

8. Stationary power; fuel cells (other issues than gas grid and electricity)

• 55 Legal and administrative processes
• 20 hydrogen applications 
• 8 categories
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Geographical coverage

• HyLaw’s covered 17 EU 
Countries + Norway.

• 23 Partners contributed to the 
work, providing details on the 
legal and administrative 
processes applicable in their 
countries
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HyLaw – Online Database preview

• Database is online on www.hylaw.eu/database

http://www.hylaw.eu/database
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HyLaw – Online Database preview
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Questions and Answers: 
• A starting point to understand the process and 

requirements

• Future work (possible follow-up) could go deeper or 
answer additional questions

Assessment: 
• Project partners tried to assess whether the process represents a 

barrier for industry

• Somewhat subjective, but reasoning is explained for each country and 
on pan-European level (see below)

Applicable Legislation (National and EU, incl. standards) as 
well as links to the legal acts where available

Glossary (to explain terms used) and Pan European 
Assessment (to explain the severity of assessment)

Stakeholder feedback (multiple functionalities, including 
editing)

HyLaw – Online Database preview

Export and other display functionalities
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HyLAW: Analytical Reports

• D4.1: Detailed cross-country analysis: For each 
process 

• Presentation of the problem 

• Assessment of root causes

• Recommendations

• D 4.2: List of legal barriers, prioritized by degree of 
severity (Estimated November)

• D 4.4. List of the most relevant EU legislation

www.hylaw.eu/info-centre

http://www.hylaw.eu/info-centre
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D4.1 - Cross-country analysis - examples
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D4.1 - Cross-country analysis - examples
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HyLAW: Policy Papers

• Policy papers: Key messages and recommendations

• National Policy Papers for each country 

• Horizontal (for each application) policy papers (estimated November)

• EU Policy paper (Estimated November)  
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HyLaw Workshops:
Disseminating results and recommendations

• All planned events: www.HyLaw.eu/events

• Contact organizer if interested in participating, you are welcome!

http://www.hylaw.eu/events
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Overall assessment across countries

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3

Norway

Denmark

Germany

Sweden

Latvia

The Netherlands

Hungary

Belgium

Austria

France

Spain

Finland

Bulgaria

United Kingdom

Italy

Poland

Romania
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Severity of barriers in each category

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3

Transport and distribution of hydrogen

Stationary Storage

Hydrogen as a fuel and refueling infrastructure for mobility purposes

Vehicles

Production of hydrogen

Electricity grid issues for electrolysers

Stationary power; fuel cells

Gas grid issues

Severity
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HyLaw: Horizontal Findings – an overview

Directives designed to regulate large scale emitting chemical processes end up applying also to 
small scale, non-emitting processes / national permitting processes

Standards for compressed hydrogen receptacles (e.g. trailers)  would need to be adapted to 
world with a higher demand for Hydrogen

• A guarantee of origin system for green and low carbon hydrogen at European level is 
essential; 

• Infrastructure development encouraged at EU level / Common standards and definitions; 
• Consumption of hydrogen (as a fuel) encouraged at EU level

Type approval and registration of hydrogen road vehicles appears to be quite clear and well 
regulated. However, significant issues for boats and ships.
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HyLaw: General Findings

There is no clear and unequivocal legal position for P2G facilities recognized across both e-grid and gas 
grid networks

There are fundamental barriers severely constrain or prevent H2 injection in EU Gas Grids 

The framework for permitting Power to Gas (P2G) plant and grid connection / injection requirements 
between the hydrogen supplier and the gas grid operators should be included within relevant EU 
regulatory frameworks to ensure comparable treatment across the EU.

There is no common EU framework for installation of FC micro-CHP units, however, no significant 
operational barriers were identified

Large Scale (industrial) stationary power fuel cells not covered by HyLaw, however, would the EU ETS apply 
to Solid Oxide Fuel Cells producing over 20 MW of power?
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